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Abstract 

This essay analyzes the issues of attachment between Jeanette 

Winterson and her adoptive mother in the memoir Why Be Happy When You 

Could Be Normal?. My argument is that the memoir demonstrates a 

movement from what Sedgwick calls the paranoid position of reading to the 

reparative position. The research questions are relevant as Winterson’s 

memoir is written in a significantly different way than her early published 

works. It was found that the text in the memoir does present a clear 

movement. When comparing Winterson’s writing in her early work with her 

memoir, a development is clearly demonstrated. Her early works are 

paranoid readings while her memoir is a reparative reading. The findings 

implicate that the author has processed the trauma of her childhood, which is 

reflected in the writing of her memoir. 
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1 Introduction 

“Happy endings are only a pause. There are three kinds of big endings: 

Revenge. Tragedy. Forgiveness. Revenge and Tragedy often happens 

together. Forgiveness redeems the past. Forgiveness unblocks the future.” 

(Winterson 225). This is a quote from Jeanette Winterson’s memoir Why Be 

Happy When You Could Be Normal? which was published in 2011. The 

memoir follows Jeanette’s life starting with her childhood leading into 

adulthood. Winterson narrates her own troubled and abusive upbringing in a 

highly religious Pentecostal evangelical family. She tells her story and how it 

feels to grow up in a home where she does not feel loved nor safe. Her 

adoptive mother, Mrs. W, verbally abuses her. In addition, Mrs. W locks 

Jeanette outside and orders her father to physically punish her. As she grows 

up, she starts to explore her identity and sexuality. When Jeanette realizes 

that she is homosexual her relationship with Mrs. W becomes worse. 

Jeanette’s relationship with her adoptive mother influences her life in various 

ways, especially her writing. Winterson’s memoir presents a perspective of 

how unstable or broken family ties affect one’s life and how one can process 

trauma. Winterson’s point of view demonstrates how long it can take for an 

individual to overcome trauma, which is important. 

This essay will analyze how Jeanette’s abusive upbringing and issues of 

attachment to her adoptive mother influence her life from childhood to 

adulthood. My argument is that the memoir demonstrates a movement from 
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the paranoid position of reading to the reparative position. Jeanette’s 

upbringing and her relationship with her adoptive mother play central roles 

in this essay. Therefore, these aspects will be analyzed through different 

theoretical points of view on attachment. Attachment theory is a fitting 

choice as it is a theory that offers different perspectives of attachment and 

how important this attachment is. Especially in the early life of a child, as the 

attachment creates a pattern for the child’s future. In order to do this, works 

on attachment theory such as Melanie Klein’s section about her object 

relations theory in the book Envy and Gratitude and Other Works 1946-1963 

and John Bowlby’s book Fifty Years of Attachment Theory will be used. 

Klein describes the importance of the child’s attachment to objects while 

Bowlby focuses on how attachment operates in adults. This results in an in-

depth insight into how important a stable object of attachment is for the child 

and how this attachment affects the child through life. The experiences of 

Winterson’s childhood and its consequences are retold in her memoir. Judith 

Butler argues in her essay “Giving an Account of Oneself” that one cannot 

narrate their life without a memory of that life’s absolute start. She argues the 

fact that one cannot narrate their story of their lives is due to the fact that 

their account of themselves are not ever fully theirs (26). This is a relevant 

source in order to understand how life-writing works and why Winterson has 

fiction and autobiography intertwined in her early works. Winterson’s 

writing will be analyzed through Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s concept of 
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paranoid and reparative reading, as the argument of this essay demonstrates a 

movement between the two positions. This is a relevant tool as Sedgwick’s 

modes offers a perspective on Klein’s theories in the context of literary 

studies. By using these two theoretical approaches alongside each other, clear 

parallels between Jeanette’s life and her writing can be drawn.  

Winterson’s works are frequently analyzed and there is a rich field of 

criticism regarding her writing. However, there are not many studies 

regarding her memoir. The focus is on either Winterson’s narration in 

previous novels regarding her family dynamic and her childhood, or her 

relationship with her mother. The article “The Fictional Avatars of Mrs. W” 

by Emilie Walezak is somewhat close to the topic of this essay. Walezak 

examines Winterson’s complex relationship with her adoptive mother to 

illustrate the birth of Winterson as a feminist writer. This is a relevant source 

to use as a comparison to Winterson’s memoir in order to illustrate how her 

writing has developed. Another previous study is carried out by Julie Ellam 

which is called “Jeanette Winterson’s Family Values From: Oranges Are Not 

the Only Fruit to Lighthousekeeping”. Ellam discusses how Winterson as an 

adoptee is narrating her own story and family dynamic in Oranges. This 

previous research is relevant for this essay as it can be used to illustrate the 

movement between Winterson’s previous work and her memoir. The 

connection between trauma and narration is relevant when analyzing 

Winterson, which is showcased by Reina van der Wiel’s article “Trauma as 
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Site of Identity”. Van der Wiel argues that Winterson’s narration is 

dominated by her trauma and that she simply wants to retell her story rather 

than actually work through her trauma. This is a relevant source for this 

essay as Winterson’s trauma is evident in her writing, however, this essay 

argues that she does work through her trauma and her memoir is evidence of 

it.  

The topic of this essay is chosen for two reasons. The first reason being 

that this topic can comfort individuals who are dealing with similar issues as 

Winterson. This topic shows how abuse does not always have to be physical 

and that it can come from people who are supposed to be loving family 

members. Secondly, this topic is important as it shows the positions or 

patterns that children and adults find themselves in when they have to deal 

with broken or unstable attachments. Thus, the progress of processing one’s 

emotions is not straightforward. Why Be Happy demonstrates how processing 

trauma takes time and that it is okay. 

As this essay has got an eclectic theoretical framework, it will be 

necessary to divide the text into logical sections in order to be as clear as 

possible. The secondary sources used will be discussed and brought up in the 

theory and method section where they will be furtherly explained and 

clarified. The essay’s analysis will be divided into two sections where the 

first section will focus on the paranoid position of Jeanette’s writing and her 

attachment issues. The second section will focus on how Winterson’s 
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memoir demonstrates a movement from the paranoid to the reparative 

position. These sections will have clear parallels drawn with support of 

quotes that will exemplify the claims stated. This will then be tied together 

with a conclusion that will sum up the content of the essay and clearly 

present the findings which tie together the thesis statement.  
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2 Theory & Method 

The main theoretical approach in this essay will be attachment theory. This 

includes attachment theories by Klein and Bowlby. In addition, the works 

“Object Relations, Dependency, and Attachment” by Mary Ainsworth, and 

“Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena” by Donald Winnicott. 

Understanding Klein’s theory of the two positions of the child’s psyche is 

vital as both Winnicott and Bowlby generalize from Klein’s work on 

children to understand the attachment of adults. These theorists will give 

several different perspectives on attachment which therefore provides a 

deeper and multifaceted understanding of the theory. This will consequently 

result in a well-rounded analysis. Ainsworth’s text clarifies how the child 

develops regarding its surroundings, which is important for this essay in 

regards of Jeanette’s childhood and her mother. As the argument of this 

essay is that Winterson’s text demonstrates a movement from the paranoid to 

the reparative position, a clarification of Sedgwick’s two modes of reading is 

necessary. Sedgwick’s concepts of two modes of reading is based in Klein’s 

objects relations theory. Therefore, this needs to be clarified as well and how 

they operate in literary criticism. Together these different studies build a 

solid foundation on which claims regarding Jeanette’s writing, her 

upbringing, and issues of attachment can be supported. 

2.1 Paranoid & Reparative Reading 
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s article “Paranoid Reading and Reparative 

Reading, or, You’re So Paranoid, You Probably Think this Essay is About 
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You” presents two different modes of reading: paranoid and reparative 

reading. These two modes of reading are two major tendencies in literary 

criticism, especially queer theory (128). Paranoid reading is described by 

Sedgwick as being anticipatory and how one can never be paranoid enough 

(130). She states that the first imperative of paranoid reading is that there 

must not be any bad surprises. These surprises are what a paranoid reader 

wants to eliminate (130). Paranoid reading is permeated by a combination of 

skepticism and knowledge with a goal of uncovering surprises. As Sedgwick 

clarifies, “[t]here must be no bad surprises, and because learning of the 

possibility of a bad surprise would itself constitute a bad surprise, paranoia 

requires that bad news be always already known” (130). Sedgwick describes 

how the notion of paranoia is somewhat paradoxical. One wants to avoid bad 

surprises, however, these surprises are what justifies one’s paranoia and the 

notion of “how one can never be paranoid enough” (130). This is entirely in 

the nature of the paranoid process. The paranoia expands as each unexpected 

surprise demonstrates that even though one is paranoid, it is never enough 

(142). Paranoid reading is a major tendency in literary criticism and 

Sedgwick sees queer theory as a prime example of how a paranoid reading 

operates. There are historically established connections between 

homosexuality, homophobia and paranoia. This is mainly due to the fact that 

the concept of paranoia has been used to pathologize homosexuals. Paranoia 

in particular has been categorized a homosexual disease by theorists such as 
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Freud (126-127). Sedgwick explains how an understanding of paranoia is not 

how homosexuality works but rather how homophobia and heterosexism 

work as systematic oppression. This will therefore provide an understanding 

of how the world works (126).  

While the paranoid reading comprises the notion of never being 

paranoid enough and being anticipatory to surprises, an alternative mode of 

reading is developed by Sedgwick. This mode of reading is used alongside 

the paranoid reading. This mode of reading is called reparative reading which 

is a critical theory that embraces the privilege of unknowing. As Sedgwick 

states, reading from a reparative position is to “surrender the knowing, 

anxious paranoid determination that no horror, however apparently 

unthinkable, shall ever come to the reader as new” (146). Another important 

aspect is that the reparative mode marks an achievement and a shift where an 

individual move towards seeking pleasure rather than continue to pursue 

strategies for forestalling pain (137). These are important aspects as they 

differentiate the two different modes of reading. Unlike the paranoid reading, 

the reparative reader is not anticipatory of every surprise that may arise. 

Paranoid reading views these surprises as something that is natural. 

Sedgwick clarifies this by stating, “to a reparatively positioned reader, it can 

seem realistic and necessary to experience surprise” (146). It is necessary and 

realistic to experience surprise because similarly to life, there are both good 

and bad surprises. However, the reparative positioned reader has hope as an 
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energy. By having hope, the reader separates the past from the future and 

acknowledges the fact that the future might be different. The reader might 

even realize that the hardships from the past might have happened differently 

from how it actually was (146). By doing this, a space is created where hope 

is inclined towards the future. Emotions such as grief and a sense of loss 

regarding the past can be acknowledged. Sedgwick acknowledges how 

reparative reading is used in queer theory where it operates at the heart of 

queer intertextuality. She states that reparative reading wants to “assemble 

and confer plenitude on an object that will then have the resources to offer to 

an inchoate self” (149). By doing this, the reparative mode does justice to a 

wealth of characteristic and culturally important practices from a queer 

experience that may not be seen from a paranoid reading.  

As stated previously, the paranoid and reparative modes of reading 

offer different perspectives of reading a text. These two modes do not 

exclude each other, but rather stand alongside each other. Sedgwick proposes 

a possibility of moving from the Freudian homophobic centered 

comprehension of paranoia, to other understandings such as the one by Klein 

(147). Sedgwick explains how her concept of paranoid and reparative 

reading is based in Klein’s objects relations theory. She finds Klein’s use of 

the concept of positions useful. Sedgwick clarifies, “[t]he term positions [in 

Klein’s theory] describes the characteristic posture the ego [the individual] 

takes up with respect to its objects” (128). She explains how Klein’s 
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paranoid-schizoid- and depressive position are flexible. They move between 

one and the other, rather than being fixed points of identity. Sedgwick states 

that Klein’s paranoid position is marked by hatred, envy and anxiety. She 

explains how it is a “position of terrible alertness to the dangers posed by the 

hateful and envious part-objects that one defensively projects into” (128). 

This is where her paranoid reading is developed and its anticipatory stance 

where one can never be paranoid enough. She contrasts this by clarifying 

how the depressive position uses “one’s own resources to assemble or repair 

the murderous part-objects into something like a whole (…) not necessarily 

like any preexisting whole” (128). When this whole is assembled, it is 

available to be identified with and “to offer one nourishment and comfort in 

turn” (128). Sedgwick’s associates Klein’s depressive position with her 

notion of reparative reading. A reparative practice tries to seek pleasure 

rather than forestalling pain (137). A reparative practice has hope as an 

energy and makes use of the needs and resources of an individual. This is 

done in order to “repair” and try to produce something of a whole that they 

can be comforted by (137). 

Jeanette suffers through an abusive upbringing where she does not feel 

loved nor safe. She is exploring her sexuality and realizing that she is 

homosexual, which enforces her negative experiences in her household. 

Sedgwick’s modes of reading will be beneficial to use when looking 

Winterson’s writing and how it illustrates a movement of her text. By 
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looking at Sedgwick’s work without taking Klein’s positions of attachment 

into consideration would however only scratch the surface. The development 

of Winterson’s text runs deeper than merely going from paranoid to not 

paranoid. There are several factors in her upbringing which have contributed 

to how Winterson writes. By looking at Sedgwick’s use of Klein’s positions, 

it will be easier to illustrate and present the underlying factors resulting in 

how Winterson’s writing changes. These are underlying factors such as 

Jeanette’s abusive upbringing and her issues of attachment to her adoptive 

mother. The factors play an important part in the movement of Winterson’s 

text.  

2.2 Attachment Theory 
As stated previously, Sedgwick develops her paranoid and reparative 

mode of reading through the works of Melanie Klein’s objects relations 

theory. By understanding Klein’s work, it will be easier to understand the 

impact Jeanette’s upbringing and attachment issues have on her writing. The 

basis of Melanie Klein’s concept of objects relations theory is explained by 

Klein herself in her book Envy and Gratitude and Other Works 1946-1963. 

Klein describes two different positions of the child’s psyche, the paranoid-

schizoid position and the depressive position. These positions explain the 

notion of attachment to objects and the child’s relation to the external world.  

The first position is the paranoid-schizoid position, which demonstrates 

the child’s psyche from the first three or four months of life. When a child is 
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born, they experience anxiety from both internal as external sources (61). 

The primary source of this anxiety is the fear of hunger, frustration, death 

and annihilation. This is however not the first occasion the infant encounters 

anxiety. The experience of birth is the first source of anxiety they come in 

contact with (61). This experience of anxiety is important as it “provides the 

pattern for all later anxiety-situations, is bound to influence the infant’s first 

relations with the external world” (61). As they are born the first object the 

child forms an attachment to is the mother’s breast. The breast is a symbol 

for food and can be both loved and hated. It can be perceived as “good” and 

“bad” by the child as well (63). However, the child is not able to wholly 

distinct the good object from the bad in this stage of the child’s mind. Klein 

explains, “[t]he mother’s breast, both in its good and bad aspects, also seems 

to merge for him with her bodily presence; and the relation to her as a person 

is thus gradually built up from the earliest stage onwards” (63). Thus, the 

paranoid-schizoid position is where the child establishes the first relation to 

an object. The paranoid-schizoid is therefore a position marked mostly by 

hatred and anxiety. The feeling of hatred or love the child experiences during 

this stage contributes to the relation the child has to the object at the moment 

and in the future.  

During the last months of the child’s first year, the child’s intellectual 

and emotional development starts to progress. This is what Klein calls the 

depressive position. Klein explains, “[h]is [the child’s] relation to the 
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external world, to people as well as to things, grows more differentiated (…) 

his power of expressing his emotions increases” (72). The objects of 

attachment follow the child as they enter this position, however in the 

depressive position the child learns how to separate objects. The former 

fragmented vision of its mother is now perceived as something of a whole 

rather than part-objects (72). It is in the depressive position the child 

perceives the mother as a person while realizing the object of its mother’s 

breast can be both the good object and bad object (72). Klein states, 

“[a]ccordingly the picture of his parents, which was at first distorted into 

idealized and terrifying figures, comes gradually nearer to reality” (74). 

When the child establishes the whole picture of its object it develops anxiety 

and guilt over the hatred it has felt towards this object in the paranoid-

schizoid position. This is where the child experiences a need for reparation 

for the harm they may have caused the object. The child gains the ability to 

reflect on what happened in the previous position. The feeling of reparation 

is necessary and a key concept in the movement towards the depressive 

position. According to Klein the child will need the help of its parents, 

however if this is not provided the child will regress into the paranoid-

schizoid position again. The regression can be caused by trauma such as 

death of a parent or if the mother suffers from psychological difficulties that 

result in her not having emotional energy to care for her baby (76).  
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It is obvious how Sedgwick has used Klein’s work to base her modes 

of reading on. The paranoid mode of reading is clearly based in the anxiety 

and constant paranoia of the paranoid-schizoid position. The reparative 

reading practice agrees with the reparative, hopeful and reflective attributes 

of the depressive position. The paranoid-schizoid and depressive position is 

relevant to the textual analysis as they are used as a foundation for 

Sedgwick’s reading practices. These positions are relevant as well seeing as 

they thoroughly describe the child’s psyche in relation to its primary figures 

of attachment, the parents. This provides a deeper understanding of the 

contributing factors that affect Jeanette’s writing and the movement of her 

text in her memoir.  

From the moment the child is born, they form an instant attachment to 

their mother, as Klein describes in her objects relation theory. However, the 

importance of these figures and their relation to the child is necessary to 

understand as they influence the child in several ways. This is presented in 

the article “Object Relations Dependency, and Attachment: A Theoretical 

Review of The Infant-Mother Relationship” by Mary D Salter Ainsworth. 

She describes how objects of attachment are crucial to the child and how the 

surroundings affect their relationship to these objects. Thus, how the objects 

act around the child is crucial for its development as an individual (970). The 

first love object is often its mother and her breast, which symbolizes food to 

the infant. When the mother leaves, the child experiences anxiety as it is 
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afraid their hunger will not be fulfilled (971). Ainsworth uses Melanie 

Klein’s objects relation theory to discuss how the first object, the mother’s 

breast, can be perceived as both good and bad by the child. According to 

Ainsworth, "[t]he newborn infant unconsciously feels that an object of 

unique goodness exists, from which a maximal gratification could be 

obtained and that this object is the mother's breast” (978). The internal 

objects created by the infant are constructed by the way they are being taken 

care of. These internal objects often represent the person who is taking care 

of them (978). It is essential that the mother provides the child with positive 

reinforces and eliminates negative ones. The child is dependent on its mother 

in this situation (992). These experiences add to the internal objects the child 

creates in regard to its surroundings. The internal objects are carried with the 

individual throughout life (996). This is an important viewpoint in regard to 

my thesis statement, as Jeanette is adopted and does not love her adoptive 

mother. She does not receive any positive reinforces during her childhood. 

Therefore, Ainsworth’s theory will be beneficial when looking at their 

relationship and analyzing how the relationship is illustrated in Winterson’s 

text.  

There are different factors that affect the child’s psyche, how it forms 

an attachment, and how this attachment operates in different circumstances. 

Klein’s positions explain the child’s psyche and the importance of object 

attachment. Ainsworth highlights the importance of these objects and how 
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the child reacts to its surroundings. Another important aspect is how the child 

forms an attachment if there is no mother as the primary object and how this 

affects them into adulthood. John Bowlby discusses this in the book Fifty 

Years of Attachment History. Bowlby agrees with Klein’s objects relation 

theory. He builds on her theory by exploring how the child forms an 

attachment to a primary figure that is not its mother. The importance is not 

only the primary attachment, but the positions or patterns that children and 

adults find themselves in when they have to deal with broken or unstable 

attachments (13). Bowlby states that it is essential for the child’s mental 

health to experience a warm, intimate, and continuous relationship with its 

mother or substitute for mother (14). He states that a fundamental principle 

regarding attachment theory is that an individual shows a preference for one 

primary attachment (15). This attachment can vary between a mother or a 

partner for example. An infant’s first attachment is almost always its mother. 

However, this change if another person takes care of the child. A person has 

got multiple attachment figures, however these are ranked in a hierarchy 

(17). These are established by the attachment figure’s accessibility and 

responsiveness to the child: “Whether a child or adult is in a state of security, 

anxiety or distress is determined in large part by the accessibility and 

responsiveness of his principal attachment figure” (18). It is important that 

the primary attachment figure is accessible for many years in order to gain 

the child’s affection (18). Bowlby writes, “it’s the same instinct to form close 
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relationships that stays with us all our lives; and we suffer the same feelings 

of loss when a loved one dies as a child feels who’s lost his mother” (18). 

Bowlby’s theory is relevant to my thesis statement as it provides insight on 

how attachment theory functions in adulthood as well. Jeanette is affected by 

being adopted away as an infant and put in Mrs. W’s care. Jeanette’s primary 

figure of attachment is torn away from her, and the other figure of attachment 

does not have any emotion energy to care for her. This affects her in adult 

life as well. Therefore, Bowlby’s theory will be useful and relevant when 

looking at how Jeanette writes about aspects such as her adoption, her 

relationship with Mrs. W, her childhood, and adulthood.  

Alongside forming attachment to humans, the child forms attachment to 

other objects as well. This is explained in the chapter “Transitional Objects 

and Transitional Phenomena” in the book The Collected Works of D. W. 

Winnicott by Donald Winnicott. Winnicott explains the importance of an 

infant’s attachment to non-human objects. The first non-human possession of 

an infant could be a teddy or a toy which they put in their mouth. This first 

possession is what the infant gets attached to (3). Winnicott states that is can 

be “some soft object or other type of object (…) this then becomes what I am 

calling a transitional object. This object goes on being important” (5). 

Winnicott argues that patterns developed during infancy continues to stay 

with the child as they grow up and become a safe fixture in their lives. The 

transitional objects “belong to the realm of illusion which is at the basis of 
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initiation of experience (…) [and] is made possible by the mother's special 

capacity for making adaptation to the needs of her infant” (19). This allows 

the infant to believe the illusion that what it creates does exist. Winnicott’s 

theory is relevant to my thesis statement as it demonstrates the importance of 

non-human objects of attachment. It is relevant to understand how these 

objects follow the child into adulthood. The objects become a safe fixture 

and a form of comfort through life.  
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3 Analysis  

Why Be Happy When You Could Be Normal follows Jeanette as she is 

raised in a dysfunctional Pentecostal evangelical family. She grows up with 

an oppressing adoptive mother and an emotionally unavailable father. 

Jeanette is adopted and enters the Winterson couple’s family as their only 

child. Her adoptive mother hides her biological mother’s identity from 

Jeanette and refuses to answer Jeanette’s questions about her. Mrs. W passes 

away before Jeanette discovers her birth certificate which her adoptive 

mother has hidden from her (180). Mrs. W rules the household with an iron 

hand. Her dominance can be seen in how she restricts her family by not 

allowing neither a television nor any books other than biblical ones into the 

home (33). The Winterson household is a cold and harsh one where Jeanette 

suffers through years of abuse from her adoptive mother. The abuse is mostly 

verbal however, Jeanette endures some psychological abuse as well. As 

Jeanette grows up, her relationship with her adoptive mother becomes even 

more complex and abusive as she starts to discover herself, her sexuality and 

a world outside of the religious walls of the Wintersons.  

3.1 The Paranoid Position and Issues of Attachment  
Jeanette is adopted between the age of six weeks and six months. 

Before the adoption she spends her first moments of life at the adoption 

center. Jeanette is their only child and she thinks she was adopted for the 

wrong reasons. Jeanette’s thoughts are emphasized as she states how her 

parents “got the baby they thought they wanted and took it home to 200 
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Water Street, Accrington” (19). She knows she was adopted because her 

adoptive mother wanted a friend and hated being a nobody (1). Winterson 

states that her existence was “like a flare sent out into the world – a way of 

saying that she [Mrs. W] was here – a kind of X marks the spot” (1). Since 

her adoptive father works all day, Jeanette spends most of her time with Mrs. 

W. Her adoptive mother does not show Jeanette any affection nor love as she 

grows up. Jeanette is subjected to both physical and psychological abuse 

instead of love. The psychological abuse consists mostly of verbal 

degradation and cruel punishments. Jeanette is told that she is evil and not 

wanted, which is being made very clear as her adoptive mother states that the 

“Devil led us to the wrong crib” (1). She is told that the perfect child was in 

the other crib and they accidentally chose her (10). By telling Jeanette this, 

Mrs. W hints that Jeanette is not wanted. Her adoptive mother tells Jeanette 

“[i]n the crib next to me had been a little boy called Paul. He was my ghostly 

brother because his sainted self was always invoked when I was naughty” 

(10). Jeanette assumes if the Winterson couple would have chosen Paul 

instead their lives would have been tremendously different. They would have 

been a happy family (11). The abuse continues and Jeanette is locked outside 

in the cold night without food, or in the coal-hole whenever she has behaved 

badly (21). Mrs. W carries out the psychological abuse while her adoptive 

father beats her “when he was under instruction” from Mrs. W (47).   

Winterson’s retelling of her upbringing and early childhood presents 
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several factors that contribute to her issues of attachment to her adoptive 

mother. Klein states that the first position of the child’s psyche is the 

paranoid-schizoid position. This position is permeated by anxiety, paranoia 

and fear (61). When the child is born, they form an immediate attachment to 

their mother’s breast, as it is the first object they come in contact with after 

birth (62). Jeanette is taken away from her biological mother and there is no 

object she can form an attachment to. This first experience plays a vital role 

in Jeanette’s life. It influences the development of her psyche, her sense of 

security and anxiety. Klein states that, “The first external source of anxiety 

can be found in the experience of birth” (61). This experience sets the pattern 

for all later experiences with anxiety (61). Jeanette’s first experience with 

anxiety consists of her being born and then taken away from her mother. Her 

biological mother should naturally have been her primary object of 

attachment. Being torn from her mother affects her tremendously and one 

can assume this causes her to not feel safe. As Klein explains, the infant’s 

feels a constant paranoia and fear of annihilation in their first months of life 

(62). An infant’s state of security, anxiety or distress is determined in by the 

responsiveness of its primary object of attachment (72). Jeanette does not 

have a primary object of attachment when she is taken away to be put up for 

adoption. Thus, the pattern that is set for Jeanette’s future experiences with 

anxiety and attachment is permeated with paranoia and fear.  

As she is taken into the Winterson household, the primary figure of 
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attachment becomes her adoptive mother. Her first experience with being 

torn from her biological mother has resulted in an increasing sense of 

anxiety, paranoia and feeling unsafe. Jeanette carries these underlying 

feelings within her and when she develops an attachment to Mrs. W. Her 

adoptive mother becomes a substitute object of attachment, seeing as she is 

the only primary person in Jeanette’s life. However, this becomes an unstable 

attachment as Mrs. W does not show Jeanette any affection nor love. The 

unstable attachment between the two becomes clear as Winterson writes, 

“[u]nconditional love is what a child should expect from a parent even 

though it rarely works out that way. I didn’t have that, and I was a very 

nervous and watchful child.” (76). This agrees with Ainsworth’s statement 

that "[t]he essential function of the mother is to provide positive reinforcers 

to the infant and to remove negative ones” (990). By doing this the mother 

strengthens her bond with the child (991). Jeanette is not provided with any 

positive reinforces as a child, but rather punishment and abuse from Mrs. W. 

Therefore, the picture Jeanette has created of her adoptive mother is 

associated with negative emotions and their attachment is not strengthened. 

The unstable attachment Jeanette experiences becomes even clearer as 

Winterson writes, “Until I was two years old, I screamed (…) and the trauma 

of early separation from the love object that is the mother wasn’t a broken-

hearted baby – she was a Devil baby” (20). This quote clearly illustrates how 

Mrs. W’s lack of positive reinforces has resulted in an unstable or broken 
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attachment. This can be supported by Klein’s statement that the child 

“projects his love impulses and attributes them to the gratifying (good) 

breast, just as he projects his destructive impulses outwards and attributes 

them to the frustrating (bad) breast” (63). Klein’s statement complements 

Ainsworth’s ideas regarding a mother and child bond. Sedgwick states, “The 

internal objects created by the infant are constructed by the way they are 

being taken care of and they often represent the person who is taking care of 

them” (992). Jeanette does not have a stable object of attachment and every 

negative emotion towards Mrs. W increases. She screams because she has 

been torn from her biological mother, she feels lost and needs someone to 

show her love. These internal objects are carried with the individual through 

life. Therefore, it is essential that the mother provides positive reinforces and 

eliminates negative ones. Jeanette’s adoptive mother does not provide 

positive reinforces which explains the issues of attachment between the two.  

The psychological abuse from Mrs. W is consistent in Jeanette’s 

childhood. When Jeanette behaves badly she is told the story of the Devil and 

the crib. When Jeanette goes deaf she is not taken to the doctor’s office. As 

Jeanette suffers by the pain in her ear, her adoptive mother tells her that 

“either is Jesus stoppering up your ears to stop the things of the world in an 

attempt to reform your broken soul, or it was Satan whispering so loud that 

he perforated your eardrums” (53). When Jeanette states that she wants to 

learn how to play the piano, Mrs. W tells her that “when you come back from 
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school I will have sold it” (79). And she does. When Jeanette needs a 

mother’s comforting love as she is in distress at the hospital, her mother tells 

her that she is deaf because she is wicked. When Jeanette exclaims a positive 

interest in something such as the piano, her adoptive mother sells it, as if she 

does not want her to be happy. Bowlby states that it is “essential for a child’s 

mental health to experience a warm, intimate and continuous relationship 

with its primary object of attachment” (14). If not, the attachment will be 

unstable and the child will carry the negative feelings towards the object 

through life (18). Bowlby’s statement agrees with Jeanette’s whole 

childhood. Jeanette’s relationship with her primary object of attachment, 

Mrs. W, is not warm or intimate. It is unstable, cold, and rid of love. Jeanette 

does not trust her adoptive mother and Mrs. W does not do anything to prove 

her otherwise. This paranoid relationship between the two continues as 

Jeanette grows older and her paranoia towards Mrs. W grows stronger. 

Jeanette’s increasing paranoid and negative emotions towards Mrs. W agree 

with Bowlby’s claim that “it is important that the primary attachment figure 

is accessible for many years in order to gain the child’s affection” (18). If 

not, no affection will be gained. This is exactly the case of Jeanette and her 

adoptive mother. 

Winterson’s narration of her childhood and her relationship with Mrs. 

W demonstrates how Jeanette is in what Klein calls the paranoid-schizoid 

position. Her attachment issues towards her mother result in her living with 
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constant anxiety and paranoia, which is reflected in her writing. Sedgwick’s 

paranoid mode of reading is developed through Klein’s first position. The 

paranoid mode of reading is anticipatory and states that one can never be 

paranoid enough (Sedgwick 130). Jeanette has been paranoid her whole life, 

however, as she grows up her adoptive mother constantly proves how she 

needs to be more paranoid. Thus, when Winterson writes about her 

childhood it will always be a paranoid read, as it reflects Jeanette’s own 

paranoia. As Jeanette gets older, she unexpectedly discovers a love for books 

at the Accrington library. Jeanette starts to read every book on the shelf 

“ENGLISH LITERATURE IN PROSE A-Z” (39). She falls in love with 

books and starts to buy books behind her adoptive mother’s back: “I used to 

work on the market on Saturdays (…) I used the money to buy books. I 

smuggled them inside and hid them under the mattress” (40). One day Mrs. 

W finds her books and Jeanette recalls how her adoptive mother “poured 

paraffin over the books and set them on fire” (41). Winterson describes how 

she “watched them blaze and blaze (…) I had bound them all in plastic 

because they were precious. Now they were gone” (41).  

Soon after burning her books, Mrs. W’s starts to search for evidence 

that would prove Jeanette is doing something wrong. Jeanette recalls how 

“Mrs. Winterson never respected my privacy. She ransacked my possessions, 

read my diaries, my notebooks, my stories, my letters” (60). This agrees with 

Sedgwick’s statement, “the paranoia expands as each unexpected surprise 
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demonstrates that even though one is paranoid, it is never enough” 

(142). Jeanette’s increasing paranoia is justified as Mrs. W eventually finds a 

letter where she discovers Jeanette is in love with a woman. This bad surprise 

is what the paranoid reader wants to eliminate, every surprise needs to be 

anticipatory. Being anticipatory means that one can never be paranoid 

enough as something even worse can happen at any given time (130). Her 

adoptive mother then shames Jeanette for having secrets because Mrs. W 

never had any secrets from her mother. Mrs. W laughs and claims that “but I 

am not your mother, am I?” (79). That sentence confirms Jeanette’s paranoia. 

She has never felt loved, accepted nor safe in her home. Her attachment to 

her mother is broken. - “[b]ut I’m not your mother, am I? And after that she 

never was” (79). Jeanette’s paranoia is confirmed yet again as she is cornered 

in church and forced to go through an exorcism ordered by Mrs. W (80). 

When the exorcism is proved to not have worked, Jeanette is disowned and 

leaves her home.   

3.2 Movement from Paranoid to Reparative Reading 
Books have always had an important place in Jeanette’s heart as the 

books are a safe space where she can be herself. Books have opened a whole 

new world for her and have “always been light and warmth” to her (41). 

Jeanette makes up stories as a child when she is locked outside in the cold 

night (22). She makes up stories of lost children and buried treasures because 

“they seemed hopeful” to her and makes her forget how cold she is (22). 

These stories make her feel safe and she finds comfort in them (22). Jeanette 
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goes to the library to read every single book in “ENGLISH LITERATURE 

IN PROSE A-Z” because no books were allowed at home (39). She falls in 

love with literature and the power of stories because “that is what literature 

offers – a language powerful enough to say how it is” (39). When her 

adoptive mother burns her hidden books, she feels lost (41). When an 

individual has an unstable or broken attachment, they tend to form an 

attachment to a non-human object. Winnicott explains how these objects 

become “a safe fixture in their [the individual’s] life” (19). These non-human 

objects follow the individual into adulthood. Jeanette’s non-human 

attachment is clearly the books she reads and the importance of stories. The 

books provide her with a voice she never could have in her home because her 

“mother was in charge of the language” (27). The stories she makes up on 

her porch to forget the cold night comforts her the way her mother should 

have (22). They are the only safe fixture in Jeanette’s life.  

As Jeanette leaves her home she applies for Oxford University and is 

accepted. It is during this time she finds a passion for writing and she 

publishes her first memoir Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit when she is 25 

years old (6). She now has the voice to tell her own story, “I had lines inside 

me – a string of guiding light” (42). In Oranges, Jeanette tells her own story 

where she combines fictional stories of great adventures with actual 

memories of her childhood. Jeanette’s safe fixture is now a tool to tell her 

story as it is. However, this story is too painful, too recent, and too close to 
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heart (6). She cannot not bear to write every tragic detail of her childhood 

and her adoptive mother. Therefore, she includes fictional stories to cover up 

the harsh reality (6). Winterson explains, “I told my version (…) And I 

suppose that the saddest thing about the cover version that is Oranges, is that 

I wrote a story I could live with. The other one was too painful” (6). She has 

recently left her abusive home; she has gone through traumatic experiences 

such as an exorcism and being disowned (80). These traumatic experiences 

are still fresh in her mind and heavy in her heart. Winterson describes her 

first novel as a way of “writing her way out of it” (6). This agrees with the 

anxiety-mitigating achievement of Klein’s depressive position (74). By 

writing her way out of it, she acknowledges her past and takes a step forward 

to process her trauma. Winterson’s explanation of how Oranges was born 

argues against van der Wiel’s statement that Winterson “simply wants to 

retell her story rather than actually work through her trauma” (van der Wiel 

138). By taking the step and writing Oranges where she has to relive her 

trauma, Winterson shows that she tries to process her emotions regarding her 

past. However, the truth of her life is too gruesome and painful to tell, so she 

has to dilute it with fiction. 

 Jeanette continues to publish books where Mrs. W is a recurring 

character that takes on various shapes (36). Winterson fictionalizes her 

adoptive mother and creates invented characters such as “the Dog Woman; a 

giantess who lives on the river Thames. The Dog Woman suffers because she 
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is too big for her world” (36). Another character is Winnet Stonejar, the evil 

wizard who lures an innocent girl into his grasp (36). The rewriting of her 

adoptive mother serves the same purpose as the fictional parts of Oranges. 

They become some sort of soft wall to lessen the blow of the harsh reality 

that is Jeanette’s life. This agrees with Walezak’s argument that “Jeanette 

Winterson has fictionalized Mrs. W to alter traditional narrative paradigms 

she deemed repressive” (124). Walezak means that by doing this Winterson 

becomes the writer she is today. This is an accurate description of how 

Winterson uses her writing to explain her trauma and it is definitely a 

survival strategy. Winterson rewrites her adoptive mother in her early work 

because she is paranoid, anxious and does not know or trust her mother. She 

rewrites her adoptive mother into mystical creatures because that is what she 

is to Jeanette. She writes her first books when she is young and still in the 

midst of processing her traumatic childhood.  

By rewriting her mother, Winterson indicates that she has not processed 

her childhood trauma. This becomes clear when looking at Winterson’s 

memoir. She retells her story realistically, rather than including fiction to 

dissociate and minimize her trauma. In her memoir, her mother is “a woman 

with a prolapse, a thyroid condition, an enlarged heart, an ulcerated leg that 

never healed, and two sets of fake teeth” (1). In her early work, she is “The 

Dog Woman” who was too big for her world (36). This reflects Jeanette’s 

vision of her adoptive mother. Thus, the rewriting of Mrs. W is a survival 
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strategy, but her realistic portrayal of her adoptive mother in Why Be Happy 

shows a healthy process of healing. The comparison between Winterson’s 

retelling of her early writing and her memoir clarifies the movement of 

Winterson’s text. Her early works demonstrate Jeanette’s anxiety and 

paranoia regarding her origin, her identity and her mother. She proves how 

one cannot be paranoid enough and how each surprise is followed by 

another. By writing her memoir, she is able to process and discuss her past in 

a more direct way. This agrees with Klein’s statement that “[t]he reparative 

tendency too, first employed in an omnipotent way, becomes an important 

defense” (Klein 75).  By doing this, Winterson creates a space where she 

allows herself to open up, reflect and process her feelings. Her memoir 

demonstrates a process of reflection and a reparative process of the past. This 

is crucial in Sedgwick’s mode of reparative reading where “emotions such as 

grief and a sense of loss regarding the past can be acknowledged” (Sedgwick 

146).  Winterson’s memoir is where she can process and overcome her 

traumatic childhood. She describes Oranges as the “silent twin” of her 

memoir which therefore suggests that Why Be Happy is the more truthful one 

of the two (6). This comparison Winterson makes between her two novels 

emphasizes how her text has gone from a paranoid position of reading, to a 

reparative position. This is further reflected upon in her memoir where she 

states, “I had been damaged and a very important part of me had been 

destroyed – That was my reality, the facts of my life; but on the other side of 
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the facts was who I could be, how I could feel” (42). This is what 

Sedgwick’s reparative mode of reading is about, “the shift where an 

individual move towards seeking pleasure rather than continue to pursue 

strategies for forestalling pain” (Sedgwick 137). Winterson’s writing in her 

memoir indicates a move towards seeking pleasure or comfort. Her writing in 

Oranges is a strategy for forestalling pain. 

Butler argues in her study that one cannot narrate a life without a 

memory of that life’s absolute start. She states the fact that one cannot 

narrate their story of their lives due to the fact that their account of 

themselves is not ever fully theirs (26). Therefore, the aspect of self-narration 

is always a failure (36). Jeanette is adopted and does not know who her 

biological mother is. Mrs. W avoids talking about her mother and Jeanette 

feels like a part of her is missing (5). Winterson writes how “adopted 

children are self-invented because we have to be; there is an absence, a void, 

a question mark at the very beginning of our lives” (5). This question mark 

and absence of knowing her origin can be another reason why Winterson’s 

writing in her early work is a combination of life-writing and fiction. She 

reflects her paranoia and anxiety in her writing. She cannot narrate her life 

accurately without knowing her origin. This agrees with Butler’s statement, 

“I can tell the story of my origin and even tell it again and again, in several 

ways; but the story of my origin I tell is not one for which I am accountable, 

and it cannot establish my accountability” (26). Winterson acknowledges this 
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in her memoir by claiming, “I told my version – faithful and invented, 

accurate and misremembered, shuffled in time” (6). Butler’s theory 

intertwines with Sedgwick’s two modes of reading. In order to give account 

of oneself one must use a reparative approach to acknowledge the limits of 

self-understanding. In her memoir, she acknowledges how her life-narration 

is fragmented and how it always will be.  

Winterson does not use fictional stories to escape her life; she uses them 

in order to take a step forward in processing her trauma. She does this by 

acknowledging how traumatic her childhood was and write her way out of 

that life. However, in Why Be Happy she writes her way back into her life. 

Her writing in her memoir illustrates the reflective and anxiety relieving 

attributes of the reparative process. Her earlier writings demonstrate the 

anxiety and constant paranoia of the paranoid-schizoid position. Winterson 

writes her way back on her own terms, in her own words. As Winterson 

exclaims, “She looked at me. She said, You’re no daughter of mine. It hardly 

mattered. It was too late for lines like that now. I had a language of my own 

and it wasn’t hers” (112). 
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4 Conclusion 

To conclude, this essay aims to analyze the issues of attachment between 

Jeanette Winterson and her adoptive mother in Why Be Happy When You 

Could Be Normal?. The argument of this essay is that the memoir 

demonstrates a movement from what Sedgwick calls the paranoid position of 

reading to the reparative position. The theoretical framework consists of 

various studies on attachment theory and the study on paranoid and 

reparative reading. Combined, these sources are used in order to demonstrate 

how Winterson’s memoir illustrates a movement from the paranoid to the 

reparative position of reading.  

Jeanette is adopted as an infant and enters the Winterson household. 

Jeanette’s childhood is traumatic as she endures physiological and physical 

abuse from her adoptive mother. Jeanette does not feel safe nor loved in her 

home. Jeanette’s issues of attachment to her adoptive mother is rooted in her 

childhood. As Jeanette is born, she is torn away from her biological mother 

and put up for adoption. Her biological mother is naturally whom she is 

supposed to form an attachment to. However, in her new home she forms an 

attachment to Mrs. W. Her adoptive mother does not show her any love and 

Jeanette does not receive any positive reinforces from Mrs. W. Therefore, the 

attachment Jeanette has to her adoptive mother is unstable. Jeanette is in 

what Klein calls the paranoid-schizoid position. This positon is permeated 

with anxiety and paranoia. Therefore, when Winterson writes about her 
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childhood, it will always be read as a paranoid reading, as it reflects 

Jeanette’s paranoia.  

Winterson’s writing reflects her trauma and how she has processed her 

childhood. In her memoir, she explains how her first novel is a retelling of 

her life story combined with fictional stories. Winterson explains that she 

rewrites her mother in her early published works because it is the only way 

she can write about her childhood and her mother. The real story is too 

painful. The stories and the rewriting of her mother are used as a soft wall. 

By comparing what Winterson tells about her writing in her early works with 

her writing in her memoir, one can see a clear movement in regard to the 

text. Her first novel is a cover story indicating she has not processed her 

trauma. She is acknowledging her trauma rather than accepting it and 

reflecting upon it. However, Winterson’s memoir is written with no fictional 

stories and every cruel and devastating detail is there. This indicates that 

Jeanette is able to process her trauma, accept it and reflect upon it. She is 

reflecting upon it in her memoir, by writing about it. She acknowledges that 

her narration of her life always will be fragmented. By doing this, Winterson 

demonstrates how her memoir is a reparative reading. Winterson’s memoir is 

written to achieve seeking pleasure or comfort, while her first novel is 

written to defend herself from the pain of her past. This time there is no soft 

wall needed. When discussing how Winterson’s memoir demonstrates a 

reparative process of her childhood trauma, one can reflect upon even later or 
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earlier published works by her. Winterson’s narrative is complex and diverse 

in every single work she has published. An interesting aspect would be to see 

how fragments of her life is reflected in her books, fictional or not. By 

carrying out a comparative study on each of her books, one would be able to 

see the full extent of Winterson’s writing and its development. 
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